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Homelessness has risen, and many citizens are concerned about this issue 

By June 30th 2021, Masaka Central Police reports shows 4 persons mainly kids go on street turning 

into a street kid. Under Rehabilitation Centres in Masaka by 1st July there are 1400 homeless kids. 

And it’s estimated over 200 kids are homeless by today 22nd October 2021 in Masaka/City 

Kisswa Minds Organization, we are concerned and ready to integrate the homelessness with their 

families or else with foster homes. If enough funds got, we can build a home that can accommodate 

some of them who have completely failed to be restored so that they can have care and education 

from that home 

Kisswa Minds Organization targets 250 homeless persons/kids. These being integrated to their 

families and less than ten (10) or non being given a foster home. This is because the best way to 

help them is by integrating homelessness to their families 

Kisswa Derrick will get consent and written permission from the Probation Officer Masaka 

District/City. This will give a go ahead to some of the activities below; 

 Having a good number of Social Workers basing on the available resources to work with 

them in the process of identifying foster homes. This is where we shall have those willing 

to stay with the homeless kids as we do the counselling to the kids 

 Identifying the kids’ homes. Each kid or homeless person given a foster home with aid of 

Local Leaders, and other community members will work with us in the process of 

identifying the kids’ homes.  

 Making follow-ups to foster homes. This will help us in counselling, educating, and taking 

care of the kids 
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 Taking kids to their respective families. 

 Making follow-ups to families  

As we identify families, we also get reasons why kids left their homes. Counselling will always be 

done to both home caretakers/parents/guardians, and the restored kids. Follow-ups and counselling 

will always be done on weekly basis up to when the situation normalizes  

Kisswa Minds Organization will know its success basing on the number of integrated kids and 

families. The outcome basing on the number of our target population in relation to the activities of 

the project will show the success of our organization and project 

Interventions will be got basing on the analysis made between the kids’ families and the kids. Any 

intervention will base on critical analysis of all situations. Homelessness will no longer be 

available in the regions of Masaka/City. Kisswa Minds Organization will also set clear grounds 

that aid in reducing family conflicts which may led to runaways from families   


